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 "Cum mai unul dintre tinei nu numai că mă uită la tine dar chiar mă jignește din frunte! Măi măcar să-mi pară ca cineva care nu-mi spune «Eu scap de mine»". Conține Sursa Foto: FacebookThe U.S. is considering sending troops to South Korea in the wake of North Korea's latest nuclear test, officials said on Thursday. Officials said there was a discussion on a deployment of U.S. forces in South
Korea, including U.S. Marines or special forces. But they said the details were still being worked out. ADVERTISEMENT "There are ongoing discussions about what to do about it," said one official, who asked not to be identified. U.S. forces are currently stationed in South Korea as part of an alliance, but the discussions are largely focused on whether to send forces there in the future, rather than in

response to Pyongyang's nuclear test, the official said. They said it's not clear how long the discussions have been going on, or how many troops could be sent. There were talks about deploying special forces to South Korea in 2013 as part of a U.S.-led response to North Korea's launch of a long-range rocket, but no decision was made, the official said. Pyongyang conducted its fourth and largest
nuclear test on Sept. 9, drawing an unprecedented international rebuke and a new round of U.N. sanctions. U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson spoke by phone earlier in the day with South Korea's foreign minister, who called the country's reaction strong and swift. Tillerson pledged the United States' commitment to its security alliance with South Korea and to working with North Korea to reduce

tensions. White House press secretary Sean Spicer said earlier on Thursday that the United States was looking at what actions it could take to counter North Korea, including a possible “reassessment” of its relationship with the isolated nation. "The president's given great thought to this issue and there's a number of different ways that we could solve this," Spicer said. "I think the president has made it
very clear that he's going to do everything in his power to make sure that we don't reach a place where 82157476af
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